Solution brief

What’s New in Projectplace
February 2016

The February 2016 release of Projectplace brings several
enhancements to the service. The highlights are:

Checklists help structure the work going into completing
a card, before moving it to “Done”. Result: completed
work is more likely to meet expectations.

• Checklists on cards
• Improvements to time reporting exports
• Easy integration with other online services

Checklists on cards
The most recent addition to Boards, the popular Kanbaninspired task management portion of Projectplace, is the
ability to add a checklist on cards.

Time reporting
Enhanced reports
Insight into actuals on a per-resource basis during a
specific period is crucial for both project managers and
line managers. The time reporting export now includes
all resources in the projects you are an administrator of;
if you are a line manager you can gain visibility into time
reported for your team; if you are a project manager for
multiple projects, it will be easier and quicker to follow
up on reported time for all members.
In addition, the time reporting export now comes in an
updated format, which makes sorting and filtering of
information using Microsoft Excel more powerful.

Account-wide report
We have also made improvements to the account-wide
summary report available to account administrators. You
can now specify whether the report should include daily
actuals.

Projectplace loves the apps
you love
Did you know that Projectplace can be integrated with
over 500 other online services? So no matter how you
work, you will get the best out of all the tools without
turning them into information stovepipes.

We are now enhancing our support for Zapier, a leading
platform that makes the process of setting up links
between services easy and within reach for average users,
not just programmers.
Here is an example of how you can make use of this:
Your development organization uses Jira for scheduling
programming work and your marketing organization
uses Projectplace to manage their projects. Let’s say
new features in your product should be communicated
to your customers when they are ready to be delivered.
Using a Zapier integration between Projectplace and
Jira, the development team will be able to trigger timely
creation of new, corresponding cards on the marketing
team’s Projectplace boards. And, when the marketing
task reaches a certain state on Marketing’s board, a
notification to #Slack can be triggered to allow the
development team to receive automatic updates about
the progress on Marketing’s board in Projectplace.
Programmers can continue using Jira and #Slack, and the

marketing organization can focus on what’s going on in
Projectplace, the tool they love to use.
Discover more about how to benefit from using Zapier to
integrate Projectplace with your other favorite apps on:
http://zapier.com/zapbook/projectplace/
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